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68. app file install itune 9 pro.4 crackQ: Counting words not in dictionary I have a huge text
document (1 GB) that I want to count all the words that aren't in a dictionary (e.g. dico, mydic). I
have been able to find the list of words that are not in the dictionary, but not the count. I know I can
go in using a csv and get the words, but there is like a million things to count there. So is there
anyway to count the number of words? A: Something like this should do what you need: from
collections import defaultdict mydict =
{'word1','word2','word3','word4','word5','word6','word7','word8'} for word in
open('my_file').read().split(): if word in mydict: word_count = defaultdict(int) word_count[word] +=
1 else: word_count[word] = 1 print(word_count) You can also use defaultdict to avoid having to
check the dictionary every time. SHARE THIS ARTICLE Share Tweet Post Email Photographer:
Xinhua via Getty Images Photographer: Xinhua via Getty Images In the latest test of China’s
aggressive stance on weapons, a U.S. pilot was shot down over the South China Sea this weekend.
And this was not the first time. U.S. Air Force Capt. Michael Fanning, 31, was killed after his plane
was shot down around 5:30 a.m. local time on Saturday. He is the first American to be killed in the
contested South China Sea in nearly four years. Fanning was flying an OV-10 Bronco belonging to
the U.S. Air Force’s 347th Expeditionary Combat Support Squadron. “I’ve never been in a plane shot
down. It’s an incredible feeling,” Fanning said at the time, according to USA Today. Police try
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